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By the time yellowstone became a national park 
in 1872, the region was already known as a hell on earth 
by hunters and trappers. For them, the geysers, hot 

springs, mudpots, and fumaroles conjured feelings of being in 
or near where the Devil resided. Jim Bridger called the area “the 
place where Hell bubbled up.”1 Yet in 1871, journalist Calvin 
Clawson wrote of his travel party’s view of Yellowstone Lake, 
“We could not help feeling that we were lifted up BETWEEN 
HEAVEN AND HELL, for while the seething, sulphurous 

lakes were on each side and far beneath us, the placid sky hung 
in grandest beauty above us.”2

Those who visited Yellowstone in the nineteenth century 
made sense of their experience with words, images, and con-
cepts that were part of their culture, and therefore often had 
religious overtones. This article looks at how and why religious 
terminology was used to describe a place that seemed to many 
people to embody aspects of heaven and hell. 

“Between Heaven and Hell”
Religious Language in Early Descriptions of Yellowstone

Michael D. Barton

“For most people, wilderness is nature at its most unruly…and as recently as a 
century ago, that unruliness was not popular; wilderness was a place of wild beasts 
and demonic presences. But through the eloquence of Henry David Thoreau, John 
Muir, John Burroughs, and a host of other nineteenth-century travelers, writers, and 
thinkers, wilderness became not merely good but a kind of quasi-sacred sanctuary; 
under the pens of these writers, ‘Satan’s home had become God’s own temple.’”

—Paul Schullery, Searching for Yellowstone (1997)

thomas moran’s The Great Blue Spring of the Lower Geyser Basin, 1875.
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The Language of Romanticism

Using religious language to describe 
Yellowstone came out of the Romantic 
movement of the nineteenth century. 
Countering the attempt during the eigh-
teenth-century “Age of Enlightenment” 
to order nature and understand the world 
in scientific terms, Romanticism stressed 
emotion and personal intuition in obtain-
ing knowledge.3 Whereas science used rea-
son, empiricism, and objectivity to make 
sense of nature and society, Romanticism 
used subjective methods—imagination 
and mystery. Images of the underworld, 
diabolic characters, and grotesque shapes 
worked their way into Romantic literature. 
Rebelling against the Enlightenment’s 
“banishing of the divine from nature,” 
Romanticism used religious thought to 
express its point of view.4 

Romantic writers used the Bible as a “repository of deep 
spiritual and artistic truths.”5 Writers of the time expected their 
readers to be familiar with the Bible as well as Shakespeare, 
Dante’s Inferno, and Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress, a Christian 
allegory about a man’s journey to heaven with a detour through 
hell.6 Revelation 19–21 of the New Testament contains several 
passages about the Devil and his followers being thrown into 
a lake of fire and brimstone, an image that appears in some 
nineteenth-century descriptions of Yellowstone.7 Writing for 
The New North-West newspaper of Deer Lodge, Montana, 
Clawson referred to geysers as the “escape-pipes of purgatory” 
and to lakes “of fire and brimstone that burneth forever.”8 He 
imagined the “prongs of a pitchfork…rising up out of a gey-
ser,” and in the thin crust of the geyser basins, the “gates of the 
Infernal Regions were not only ajar but clear off their hinges.”9 
For elk, moose, deer, and bear, though, Clawson regarded Yel-
lowstone as “their Eden.”10 

“Between Heaven and Hell” not only described Claw-
son’s feeling of place in a terra incognita, but marked a time 
when Yellowstone was viewed by many tourists, journalists, 
and military men as a place of wonder and enchantment as 
well as mystery and fear. According to historian Chris Magoc, 
“Yellowstone literateurs suffused the national park with the lan-
guage of romanticism, classical antiquity, Christianity, and the 
technologically sublime” in the late nineteenth century.11 

Osborne Russell trapped in Yellowstone throughout the 
1830s. In his journal, he described an area north of Yellowstone 
Lake as having a “resemblance to the infernal regions.”12 Refer-
ring to Midway Geyser Basin in his account of his 1869 expe-
dition with Charles Cook and William Peterson, David Fol-
som admitted that “we experienced no bad effects from passing 
through the ‘Valley of Death,’ yet we were not disposed to 

dispute the propriety of giving it that name.”13 But after a day at 
the falls of the Yellowstone River, Folsom and Cook wrote, “we 
return to camp realizing as we never have before how utterly 
insignificant are man’s mightiest efforts when compared with 
the fulfillment of the Omnipotent Will. Language is inadequate 
to convey a just conception of the awful grandeur and sublimity 
of this masterpiece of nature’s handiwork.”14 This was a refer-

Devil’s thumb at mammoth hot springs.

A view of Grand prismatic spring, a prominent feature of midway Geyser Basin, 
an area once dubbed “hell’s half-Acre.” 
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ence to Yellowstone as a divine landscape in which the human 
was, as historian William Goetzmann stated, “insignificant in 
the face of the immensity of nature and nature’s wonders” and 
merely “a figure in the foreground, just beginning to turn the 
tide in favor of the forces of civilization.”15

The 1870 Washburn expedition, which carried copies of 
the Cook-Folsom diaries, also saw aspects of both heaven and 
hell in the Yellowstone landscape. Henry D. Washburn, sur-
veyor general of the Montana Territory, commented that “it 
needed but a little stretch of the imagination” for a member of 
the party to name “Hell-broth Springs,” and a rainbow arch-
ing over Giantess Geyser gave “that halo so many painters have 
vainly tried to give in paintings of the Savior.”16 In Nathaniel 
Langford’s 1871 articles for Scribner’s Monthly, he explained 
that a rock formation atop Tower Fall was called the “Devil’s 

Hoof” because of its “resemblance to the proverbial foot of his 
Satanic Majesty,” yet thanked God that “he permitted [us] to 
gaze, unharmed, upon this majestic display of natural archi-
tecture.”17

The Devil’s Western Holdings

In Names on the Land (1945), George R. Stewart com-
mented on the frequent reference to the Devil in Western place 
names after 1868:

The Devil’s western holdings became varied and numerous. 
However profane he might be in speech, the American did 
not apply the name of God to places. When he wished to 
give any idea of the supernatural, he resorted to the Devil…
A dike of hard rock projecting from a mountain side often 
presented a regular curve suggesting a gigantic slide. But its 
jagged top also suggested an extremely painful process. So it 
became The Devil’s Slide with the implication that his imps 
would put poor lost souls to sliding down it…18

In addition to a Devil’s Slide, there is a Devil’s Den, Elbow, 
Gate, Hoof, Inkstand, Kitchen, Thumb, Stairway, and Well in 
or near Yellowstone.19 The Devil’s Caldron, Frying Pan, Glen, 
Grotto, Soup Bowl, and Workshop appear in nineteenth-cen-
tury writing about Yellowstone, but did not become official 
names. Worried that “Hell’s Half-Acre” sounded “too omi-
nous,” Superintendent Philetus Norris renamed it the Mid-
way Geyser Basin in 1878,20 but at least two other places in 
Wyoming and Idaho are still known by that name. Geologist 
Arnold Hague, who sought to have “a proper nomenclature 
established in Yellowstone,” wanted to “eliminate as much as 
possible Hellfire and the lower regions” but achieved limited 
results.21

According to Stewart, “Hell 
was often used with much the same 
ideas as Devil” to describe “any bad 
stretch of trail or river” and “any 
particularly desolate area.”22 Ferdi-
nand V. Hayden remarked that the 
Hell-Roaring River flowed “with 
tremendous impetuosity down 
the deep gorges, thus receiving its 
peculiar name.”23 By 1890, Yel-
lowstone also had Stygian Caves, 
the River Styx, Dante’s Inferno, 
and Brimstone Basin.24 Far fewer 
Yellowstone place names make a 
non-infernal religious allusion: 
Angel Terrace, Cathedral Rock, 
Cathedral Peak, Joseph’s Coat 
Springs, Pulpit Terrace, and Rock 
of Ages.25 

stalactic Cave along with stygian Cave and hermit’s Cave, form the stygian Caves in 
mammoth hot springs. F. Jay haynes stereoview, circa 1881–84.

Angel terrace in mammoth hot springs is one of a few 
Yellowstone features with celestial nomenclature, compared 
to the many infernal names.
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Why did Americans name places after the Devil? Ros-
siter Raymond, who traveled in Yellowstone with Clawson in 
1871 offered an evasive explanation: “It is my impression that 
we called one spring the Caldron, another the Kettle, a third 
the Safety-Valve, a fourth the Reservoir, and a fifth the Devil’s 
something or other. Necessity is generally the mother of pro-
fanity in the nomenclature of hot-springs.”26 Major-General 
John Gibbon, who “saw nothing of the Devil, and had very 
little time or disposition to even think of him whilst contem-
plating the beauties placed there by the All-beneficent Power” 
during his tour of the park in 1872, suggested that people 
naming beautiful features after the Devil had to do with his 
having the “exclusive right to every thing in the vicinity of hot 
water.”27 Langford acknowledged that there was “little excuse” 
for it, but attributed the practice to the weight of tradition:

For some reason, best understood by himself, one of our com-
panions gave to these rocks the name of the “Devil’s Slide.” 
The suggestion was unfortunate, as, with more reason per-
haps, but with no better taste, we frequently had occasion 
to appropriate other portions of the person of his Satanic 
Majesty, or of his dominion, in signification of the varied 
marvels we met with. Some little excuse may be found for 
this in the fact that the old mountaineers and trappers who 
preceded us had been peculiarly lavish in their use of the 
infernal vocabulary. Every river and glen and mountain had 

suggested to their imaginations some fancied resemblance to 
the portions of a region which their pious grandmothers had 
warned them to avoid…and these names, from a remark-
able fitness of things, are not likely to be speedily superseded 
by others less impressive.28

Many published as well as non-published writers used 
underworld terminology in describing Yellowstone, but many 
may have been largely influenced by what those who had gone 
before them had written. Cultural traditions were a way of 
making the unfamiliar and sometimes frightening landscape 
familiar and comfortable. As Magoc explained:

Tourists found the names tantalizing and terrifyingly apt… 
With the hellish motif, Yellowstone tourists could dare the 
gates of a sinfully tempting and terrifying underworld and 
live to joke about it.29

To return from Yellowstone with stories of dodging or even 
approaching a place known as “the Infernal Regions” enhanced 
the experience. Historian Coll Thrush has suggested that the 
use of diabolical place names in the West may be a “bastard-
ization” of Native American traditions.30 Stewart offered an 
example of this: “If the Sioux wacan [holy man] indicated that 
a body of water was spirit-haunted, the American usually trans-
lated it as Devil’s Lake.”31 In Yellowstone, however, research has 

Rebelling against the Enlightenment’s “banishing of the divine 
from nature,” Romanticism used religious thought to express its 
point of view.4

Above: A circa 1905 postcard of Devil’s inkstand, a hot mud spring at Washburn 
hot springs. Right: Did thomas moran paint a devil’s profile into the rocks in 
this 1872 watercolor of Devil’s slide?
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failed to “turn up the slightest evidence that whites ever even 
knew any of the Indian names that must have been applied 
to individual natural features.”32 The use of Christian termi-
nology as well as industrial and mythological nomenclature 
that reflected the culture of the park’s white visitors may have 
provided reassurance that Yellowstone was for the “benefit and 
enjoyment of the [white] people.”

Heaven and Hell as Vacation Destinations

Even though they did not appear as frequently in place 
names, images of heaven and divinity may have appeared in 
early descriptions of Yellowstone as often as images of hell. “To 
bid farewell to such a scene,” Raymond wrote on leaving Tower 
Falls, was “like descending from the heights of heaven.”33 In 
the first guidebook for Yellowstone (1873), Harry Norton 
described the geysers as erupting from the “burning souls and 
bodies” of the “everlasting punishment of friends and relatives,” 
but he nonetheless dreamed of an “underground tour” dur-
ing which he was whisked away by a “golden-haired sprite” to 
see “this sacred spot.”34 Despite mentioning a “demon” below 
some mud geysers, Gibbon closed his article for the Journal of 
the American Geographical Society by asking, “Have we not the 
greatest national park on the face of God’s earth?”35 

For Methodist preacher Edwin Stanley, the thermal springs 
brought to mind “scenes in Dante’s ‘Inferno,’” but he returned 

to camp one night feeling he was a “better man” for having 
viewed Tower Fall, and at Yellowstone Lake he was “tempted 
to bow the knee and worship at Nature’s shrine.”36 Although 
Seth Bullock of Montana wrote in his diary that “Hell is sure 
close to the surface here” after visiting the park in 1872, he 
felt that Yellowstone should be a place for religious revivals.37 
The idea that travel could inspire visitors to keep their faith or 
convert to Christianity was also evident in the Janesville Gazette 
(Wisconsin) which reported in 1872:

The World [New York] says: “The time was when baptism 
was the thing most needed to make a person respectable. Now 
the one indispensable is a trip.”…Now it is the Yellowstone, 
the Yosemite, or Europe, Paris, Venice, Florence, Naples or 
Rome. As facilities for rapid traveling increase, the Mecca 
will be transferred further east, west or north. Presently, we 
suppose, nothing short of a visit to Alaska, the Nile or Japan, 
will justify the hope of a seat in the kingdom of heaven.38

Visitors often wrote that their experience in Yellowstone 
could not be adequately described, yet in pages and pages they 
attempted to do just that. For Clawson, Yellowstone Lake has 
“something spiritual, beyond the reach of pen and tongue.”39 
Stanley felt his description of the Upper Geyser Basin was so 
unsuitable that he was “tempted to throw away the pen in 
disgust.”40 This professed inability to describe the landscape 
was often accompanied by an impression that certain areas of 
Yellowstone offered the visitor either the glory of God’s creative 
power or a glimpse of God himself.41 Environmental historian 
William Cronon believes that during the nineteenth century 
the “sublime wilderness had ceased to be a place of satanic 
temptation and bec[a]me instead a sacred temple.”42

Yet depictions of Yellowstone are often characterized by a 
mixture of revulsion and delight. In an 1871 article for South-
ern Magazine, Howard O’Neill described the falls as a “horri-
bly beautiful cataract,” while Langford thought the “disgusting 
appearance” of a boiling mud spring was “scarcely atoned for 
by the wonder with which it fills the beholder.”43 In Wilderness 
and the American Mind, Roderick Nash gives examples of what 
he refers to as a “double-mindedness” in the early nineteenth 
century—people who welcomed “advancing civilization” yet 
found “an elevation of thought more dignified and noble” in 
“uncultivated wilderness.”44 Both dangerous and wonderful, 
Yellowstone did not disappoint the traveler who desired to get 
away, have religious experiences, and see the marvels of the 
West that embodied a sense of nationalism. 

Comparisons of Yellowstone to hell seemed to be a literary 
tool that park visitors used to create an image of a mysterious 
and forbidding region; depicting it as a heavenly place where 
one could experience God may have reflected a desire to make 
more out of a trip into the mountains than just a sight-seeing 
tour. As geographer Judith L. Meyer has written, Yellowstone 
was “more than a recording or recitation of elevations, distances, 

Rock of Ages, a house-sized boulder, in the Yellowstone 
River about 1/4 mile above the Upper Falls.
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flora and fauna, geological features, and historical structures.”45 
The perception that Yellowstone had a “spirit of place” in the 
1870s was a manifestation of the Transcendental movement, a 
branch of Romanticism. It stressed the attainment of knowl-
edge through a spiritual state that “transcended” the Enlighten-
ment methods of science and empiricism. An individual must 
find this knowledge for himself or herself intuitively, without 
relying on established religion or scientific data. Rather than 
ponder the depth of the Grand Canyon, Langford would have 
you “thank God that he had permitted you to gaze, unharmed, 
upon this majestic display of natural architecture.”46 

Assessing the depth of canyons, the size of lakes, or the 
height of geysers in the 1870s was the pursuit of the scientist-
explorer; only starting in the 1890s with guidebooks describing 
the measurements of park features did the “for-the-experience” 
visitor consider such facts an important part of the Yellowstone 
experience. If visitors wanted to think about the large size of 
something in Yellowstone, they thought of it in terms of the 
sublime.47 The sublime was where one could directly experi-
ence God, and this would most often occur in vast natural 
landscapes where one could feel terror and insignificance, an 
experience felt by many visitors in the geyser basins or can-
yon edges. These expressions of the sublime also appeared in 
the works of nineteenth century landscape artists like Thomas 
Cole, Albert Bierstadt, and Frederic Edwin Church. Thomas 
Moran’s Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, painted from field 
sketches made during the 1871 Hayden expedition and dis-
played in the U.S. Capitol, “called up in the viewer inner 
feelings of the sublimity of nature and the inconsequence of 
man.”48 

But sublimity in nature became less terrifying as more 
for-the-experience visitors traveled to places like Yellowstone. 
Although they still experienced God in a powerful landscape, 
they were more fascinated than frightened by the sensation. 
John F. Sears, author of Sacred Places: American Tourist Attrac-
tions in the Nineteenth Century, wrote that the “reverence for 
nature, which before the Civil War usually took the form of a 
Romantic love of sublime scenery, was gradually replaced by the 
reverence for the complex system of nature articulated by writ-
ers like John Muir and John Burroughs.”49 Cronon described 
this process as the sublime becoming “domesticated,” while 
Magoc notes more disparagingly that “an avalanche of nar-
rative and imagery reduced the sublime mantra to cliché and 
convention” by 1890.50 

Science in Wonderland

Rossiter Raymond wrote that his 1871 expedition to Yel-
lowstone “was not a full-fledged affair, with wings of military 
escort, and claws of tools and instruments for detailed scientific 
investigation.”51 However, before describing the geyser basins 
for his readers, he insisted on explaining the science behind 
them: “I mean to get rid of a heavy weight of science which 
has burdened my soul long enough. You shall not see a single 
geyser till you have heard the geyser theory.”52 Harry Norton 
was similarly dismissive of science in Wonderland Illustrated, his 
guidebook to Yellowstone: 

That’s all we know about calcareous deposits and other 
things, and we propose to  elaborate our ideas independent 
of science, taking the chances that some of our readers will 
appreciate it above an ostentatious display of “big words.”53

For Raymond and Norton, scientific explanations of the 
park’s wonders and curiosities apparently detracted from the 
experience. For people like John Muir, who popularized the 
Yellowstone area in an 1898 article for The Atlantic Monthly, 
wilderness became God’s book of nature.54 Preacher Edwin 
Stanley believed that an explanation of the geysers and hot 
springs was “known unto the Great Architect, and to him 
only…. His ways are past finding out.”55 Stanley saw himself 
as a philosopher visiting Yellowstone with a different purpose
from that of the scientist or tourist:

Cultural traditions were a 
way of making the unfamiliar 
and sometimes frightening 
landscape familiar and 
comfortable. 

Devil’s Gate, just below Kepler Cascades on the Firehole 
River.
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Predictably, the tone of reports produced by members of 
the geological and topographical expeditions that traversed 
Yellowstone in the nineteenth century to collect and classify 
its natural features diverged from that found in the writings 
of “for-the-experience” park visitors. Captain William Jones, 
who led a Corps of Engineers expedition into the park in 1873, 
wrote of “God’s awful laboratory” at the Upper Falls of the Yel-
lowstone, but immediately noted that the barometric reading 
for the height of the fall was 150.2 feet.57

Ferdinand Hayden, who “sometimes burst into tears when 
viewing a geyser,” reported that “no language could do justice 
to the wonderful grandeur and beauty” of the Grand Canyon of 
the Yellowstone.58 Hayden biographer James Cassidy has sug-
gested that younger scientists like Albert C. Peale, C. L. Heiz-
mann, and Theodore B. Comstock may not have approved of 
Hayden’s writings because they were “an older style of scientific 
literature.”59 Peale did provide abundant data and charts on 
many of the then-known thermal features in his contribution 
to the Hayden expedition reports, but unlike the current style 
of scientific language, he also referred to “the unearthly appear-
ance of the scene.”60 An illustration of a faun-like character 
using the hot springs that appeared in Peale’s 1873 report (Fig-
ure 1) may have been inserted by Hayden, but the Romantic 
influence was also evident in a description of the geyser basins 
that Peale wrote in a letter to the Philadelphia Press:

They rival any fairy place that can be imagined… One 
would scarcely suppose that a mud spring could present us 
with any beauty; yet, standing on the brim of the crater 
of one, we must concede that even mud may assume forms 
which render it attractive.61

Scientist-explorers that came of age during the first half 
of the nineteenth century tended to interpret their disciplines 
within a broad context that pointed toward what Goetzmann 
calls the “complex mind of the Creator.”62 While the next gen-
eration of scientist-explorers continued to draw on the lan-
guage of Romanticism in their writing, they no longer used it 
to convey an understanding of the Western landscape as God’s 
work. 

Just as the Devil and God pervaded Romantic literature 
of the nineteenth century, they permeated the romantic writ-
ing of people who came to Yellowstone during its initial years 
of Euro-American exploration and tourism. Descriptions of 
Yellowstone using infernal or celestial imagery continued into 
the next century, but as a growing tourist attraction, Yellow-
stone became known in the last two decades of the twentieth 

century as “Wonderland,” named after Alice’s Adventures in 
Wonderland (1865). It was called this because of the region’s 
curious landscape and geological features, but the name was 
and continues to be appropriate regardless of whether those 
wonders are considered from a religious, Romantic, scientific, 
or adventure-seeker’s point of view. 

Figure 1. illustration by W.h. holmes in peale’s 1873 Report 
in Ferdinand V. hayden’s Sixth Annual Report of the United 
States Geological Survey of the Territories. 

Michael D. Barton graduated from Montana State University 
in Bozeman in December 2007 with a BA in history and minor in 
museum studies. This article is taken from a paper he wrote as 
part of a history internship with Lee Whittlesey in summer 2007 at 
Yellowstone’s Heritage and Research Center in Gardiner, Montana. 
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The journey through the National Park will well repay the philosopher and the scien-
tist, as well as the mere wonder-seeking tourist. The marvelous freaks and phenomena 
of Nature scattered over this area await the solutions of science and the revelations 
of philosophy.56
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In fall 2008 he will begin his graduate stud-
ies, also at Montana State, working with his 
advisor on a project to transcribe letters of 
the nineteenth-century Irish physicist John 
Tyndall. Michael is interested in the history 
of science, particularly the life and work of 
Charles Darwin and the history of natural 
history as a discipline. He lives in Bozeman 
with his wife Catherine and two-year-old 
son Patrick.
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From the earliest days of the National Park Ser-
vice (NPS), scientific constituents and observers offered 
guidance and applied pressure for the refinement of 

policy goals to reflect ecological realities. Yellowstone National 
Park was routinely a focus of this attention, and now provides 
numerous historical examples of how the agency responded 
to changing scientific knowledge and public interests.1 As the 
nation’s environmental conscience awoke and matured in the 
postwar decades, public and scientific scrutiny of national park 
resource management intensified. Fishing Bridge provides an 
illuminating case study of this issue.

Declining Fishery, Increasing Visitation

Though many aspects of the setting at Fishing Bridge Pen-
insula were of concern to managers, the quality of the fishing 
was an urgent issue. The long-observed degradation of the fish 
population from overfishing reached crisis proportions in the 

1950s and 1960s, as more anglers arrived each year.2 Visita-
tion increased dramatically just as managers were attempting 
to wean sportsmen away from the comparatively cheap thrills 
of fishing in waters whose fish populations were propped up by 
industrial-scale hatchery production of fish. Especially in the 
1960s and 1970s, Fishing Bridge became a focal point for what 
amounted to a revolution in fisheries management—a revolu-
tion that would make Yellowstone even more world-renowned 
among anglers than it already was.

It is difficult to overstate the extent to which park visi-
tors only half a century ago were conditioned to expect the 
type of fishing provided by an artificially supplemented aquatic 
resource. Anglers nationwide were conditioned, by decades 
of intensive stocking of hatchery fish in their local waters, to 
expect sport fish populations to be supplemented artificially. 
This state of affairs had reached such an extreme that many 
anglers and managers more or less assumed that fishing could 
only survive if supported by such programs.3

Vaguely Disquieting Scenes
Fishing Bridge and the Evolution of American Sport Fishing  
in the Environmental Age

Paul Schullery
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It may also be difficult for many of us today to imagine 
the magnitude of the fisheries crisis that finally drove manage-
ment away from heavy visitor harvests of trout. Since the late 
1800s and the initiation of the park’s first fishing regulations, 
progressively lower creel limits had not prevented the decline 
in fishing success. In summary, “Until 1921 the daily limit of 
fish was 20; that year it became 10. In 1949 it was reduced to 
5. In 1953 it was revised so that 5 fish could still be taken but 
no more than 10 pounds plus 1 fish, with a minimum size 
limit of 6 inches.”4

And still the fish populations declined. The increasing 
number of anglers, while on average having a poorer and poorer 
fishing experience, cumulatively killed more and more fish. 
The hatchery program having failed, the only readily imagin-
able choice available to managers was to find more aggressive 
and decisive ways to limit the killing. The timing was right for 
the application of new thinking.

Yellowstone and the American Redefinition of 
Angling Success

New thinking was available. During the first half of the 
twentieth century, at least some professional managers and key 
individuals in the sport-fishing community had begun to rec-
ognize that protection of a relatively robust fish population 
could be accomplished by the institution of special regulations 
that emphasized fishing for the fishing experience as opposed 
to fishing for the killing-and-eating experience.5 Step by step, 
this was the course that the NPS adopted in Yellowstone.

In 1960, in describing the park’s new “Fishing for Fun” 
programs that emphasized releasing fish for others to catch 
again, the superintendent explained both the need and the 
hoped-for result, especially on Yellowstone Lake. He also 

revealed the central role played by Fishing Bridge in manage-
ment deliberations:

“During 1959 it is estimated that 393,467 trout were 
taken from the Lake. For the first time the annual capacity 
of the Lake has been exceeded. Moreover, the fishing pres-
sure is known to be increasing, not only on Yellowstone Lake 
but throughout the Park as a whole. Further investigations 
have shown that in the Fishing Bridge area alone in a single 
month, 7,500 fish have been discarded in garbage recep-
tacles. Such factors as the fishing pressure and the wastage of 
fish give management cause to consider seriously, measures 
designed to conserve and perpetuate the Park’s outstanding 
natural trout fishery....6

Concessioners handling fishing tackle will be asked to 
stock barbless hooks as a regular item of tackle. Fishermen 
will be encouraged to file the barbs from their bait, fly, spin-
ning or trolling gear to make the taking of fish a true contest 
of skill between angler and fish. Anglers will be encouraged to 
release their fish carefully so that they may spawn or be caught 
again, thus providing enjoyment to many more anglers.”7

Additional study and research in the 1960s indicated that 
these steps, though significant, were still not sufficient. They 
relied too heavily upon the voluntary cooperation of anglers, 
many of whom held deeply ingrained habits of killing Yellow-
stone trout, and many others of whom had just arrived from 
regions where an older and more harvest-oriented sport-fishing 
tradition prevailed. Socially conditioned on their home waters 
for many generations to measure fishing success solely in terms 
of a full creel, many visiting anglers continued to kill more 
trout than managers wished they would. Merely that leading 
figures, or even meaningfully large segments, of the angling 
population appreciated the need for restraint in the harvest of 
trout was no assurance that the typical Yellowstone visitor felt 
the same way. The enthusiastic anglers at Fishing Bridge had, 
in fact, long been proof that they did not.

the original Fishing Bridge, constructed in 1902, was 360 
feet long with a camel-back center. the west end met the 
river bank very near where the current bridge does, but the 
east end was many yards upstream from the present bridge.  
Even though the original bridge was much narrower, anglers 
would have been little troubled by the very light traffic of 
horse-drawn wagons and coaches. 
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the second Fishing Bridge, photographed in about 1925 
on the upstream side looking toward the west bank of the 
river. 
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Yellowstone as a Microcosm of the Evolution of 
Sport Fishing

The long recreational angling experience at Fishing Bridge 
provides an illuminating window into the social complexities 
of sport fishing in Yellowstone. Just as other visitor activities 
such as bear feeding, tree felling, rock collecting, geyser soap-
ing, flower picking, and even hunting were eventually regu-
lated out of existence because of their proven inappropriate-
ness as park experiences, so has the place and practice of sport 
fishing in the park been dramatically reshaped by changing 
ideas of the “proper” park experience. And, as with those other 
activities, there has rarely been consensus, much less unanim-
ity, about the chosen new direction. Sport fishing society is not 
monolithic; it is comprised of many different and often quite 
contentious factions.

Throughout the long written history of sport fishing—in 
a published English-language literature reaching back to the 
late fifteenth century, and an unpublished European manu-
script literature reaching back centuries further—individual 
anglers seem to have become progressively more specialized in 
their interests. At the same time, thanks to advances in technol-
ogy, the sport of fishing has offered a greater and greater variety 
of opportunities in terms of species to be angled for and tackle 
and techniques to choose from. With increasing specialization 
has come rivalry among anglers based on these many personal 

preferences, and a widespread perception of a social hierarchy 
among anglers.8

For one historical example of special relevance to the his-
tory of Fishing Bridge, as early as the eighteenth century some 
British fly fishers began to pronounce their method of fishing 
to be not only the most effective means of catching certain 
species of fish, but also the most morally upright and aestheti-
cally fulfilling method.9 It was a natural consequence of such 
social stratification among these self-consciously “enlightened” 
sportsmen that they eventually decided that even the fish they 
chose to pursue with their fly-fishing gear—primarily but not 
exclusively salmonids—were qualitatively superior to other 
species.

Indeed, even before its establishment as a national park 
in 1872, Yellowstone was the scene of angling adventures that 
reflected the social stratification that characterized the greater 
American sport fishing scene.10 Once the park was established, 
and recreational fishing assumed a significant role in the Yellow-
stone experience, anglers quite predictably sorted themselves 
out according to their interests, specialties, and biases. Today 
even a cursory inspection of park waters will reveal many types 
of specialists, including shallow-water boat fishers, deep-water 
boat fishers, float tubers, fly fishers who prefer small or large 
streams, small or large lakes, general-interest bank fishers, and 
opportunistic generalist anglers galore. Each of these groups 
contains its own internal spectrum of interests and preferences, 

By the 1920s, the stratification of anglers on various Yellowstone waters was well established. While casual “tourist” anglers 
might try any water in the park, many tended to gravitate toward the famous Fishing Bridge; most expert anglers fished 
elsewhere, preferring a different set of social and sporting circumstances.
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Everybody could fish at Fishing Bridge, 
but Fishing Bridge was not for everybody.
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CAptAin hirAm Chittenden, 
U.s. Army Corps of Engineers, 
designed the original Fishing 

Bridge and completed its construction 
in 1902, but it took another 20 years 
to settle on a name for this important 
structure. the first official mention 
of the name appeared, quite inciden-
tally, in Acting superintendent Lloyd 
Brett’s annual report for 1914. While 
discussing stream gauging work then 
underway, Brett said that Yellowstone 
River flow estimates could be “based 
upon one wading measurement and on 
three measurements from the Fishing 
Bridge at the outlet of Yellowstone 
Lake.”
 there appears to have been some 
ambivalence in this sentence. on the 
one hand, Brett called it “the” Fishing 
Bridge, as if describing its use without 
quite meaning to officially sanction 
the name. on the other hand, “Fishing 
Bridge” was capitalized like any other 
proper name.
 this ambivalence prevailed for 
a surprisingly long time. Even in the 
early 1920s, the name not only of the 
bridge but of the park development 
immediately to its east apparently 
remained up for grabs.
 A few examples make the point. in 
1916, when there was still essentially 
no development east of the bridge, 
park supervisor Chester Lindsley 
referred to the area around the bridge 
as the “outlet of Yellowstone Lake,” 
capitalized as if a formal place name. 
Variations on the term “lake outlet” 
dated to the earliest years of the 
park’s existence and were the most 
common pre-Fishing Bridge label for 
the area.
 in 1918, U.s. Army Engineer G. E. 
Verrill, in his annual report on road 

work in the park, referred to the 
bridge rather dismissively, as “the so-
called Fishing Bridge,” indicating that 
the name was not yet official—and 
perhaps implying that the name might 
not even have been to everyone’s lik-
ing.
 in 1919, the year the original 
bridge was reconstructed to become 
what we now think of as the “sec-
ond Fishing Bridge,” superintendent 
horace Albright referred to it as the 
“Yellowstone River bridge.” the next 
year, however, Albright returned to 
Brett’s usage, calling it “the Fishing 
Bridge.”
 By the early 1920s, though varia-
tions continued to surface, “Fishing 
Bridge” had replaced “the Fishing 
Bridge” as the most typical usage. At 
the same time, almost as if the bridge 
itself somehow elongated along the 
lake shore and took the shape of other 
buildings, the whole development to 
its east also came to be known as 
Fishing Bridge.
 it isn’t hard to see why naming 
the development was complicated. 
it would not necessarily have been 
obvious that even if the name “Fishing 
Bridge” stuck as far as the bridge was 
concerned, it should also be applied to 
the neighboring development. it was 
and is rare to find a major visitor-use 
site in an American national park that 
is named for an artificial structure 
rather than for the primary natural 
attraction in the area (this tradition of 
naming things for natural features may 
help explain the occasional use of the 
name “Lake Fishing Bridge”).
 But it also seems likely that waf-
fling over the name was at least partly 
due to the changing relationship of the 
Fishing Bridge development to its pro-

genitor:  the considerably older devel-
opment centered around the Lake 
hotel, less than two miles away. After 
all, the Fishing Bridge development 
that blossomed with remarkable swift-
ness in the 1920s was just a slightly 
detached appendage—a suburb, as it 
were—of the Lake development.
 With luck, further exploration of 
archival records will reveal surviving 
management dialogues in the 1916–
1925 period that clarify this naming 
process. Until then, we are left with 
the impression that the name sorted 
itself out gradually and informally.
 if we need a more decisive theory 
of why the naming worked out the 
way it did, we probably can’t go far 
wrong by following the money. Faced 
with the rapid growth and increasing 
importance of this “new” development 
at Fishing Bridge, savvy concessioners 
would have been quick to attach the 
most appealing possible name to the 
new development—not only to attract 
people to it, but also to clearly distin-
guish it from the Lake development 
just a short walk down the beach.
 Besides, by the ’teens the name 
“Fishing Bridge” may have already 
worked its way into the consciousness 
of the visiting public. once that happy 
identity was firmed up among visitors, 
it may have seemed to most practical 
observers that the matter was settled.

Why “Fishing Bridge”?

hiram Chittenden designed the 
original Fishing Bridge.
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not only in their level of expertise but in their devotion to 
certain types of tackle, to certain theories and techniques, to 
certain species of fish, or to certain favored fishing waters.

Quantity Versus Quality

In Yellowstone National Park’s first two decades, most 
accounts of sport fishing dealt almost exclusively with the 
“fabulous” numbers of fish that could be caught.11 Published 
accounts of Yellowstone fishing in the late 1800s focused on 
celebrating the capture of large numbers of native trout—fish 
that seemed to exist in an inexhaustible abundance. Such sto-
ries were eagerly employed by concessioners in promoting the 
park in the tourist trade.

But even in these early days of “hog-heaven” fishing, there 
were stirrings that revealed other values at work among anglers. 
One example will serve to illustrate the dawning ambivalence 
among anglers about the Yellowstone Lake/Fishing Bridge fish-
ing experience. In the mid-1890s, a party of visitor-anglers 
rented a boat at the Lake Hotel and rowed into the outlet 
of Yellowstone Lake, near the site of present Fishing Bridge. 
A member of this party related that “The outlet reached, we 
anchored our boat in the current, and commenced catching 
fish on our flies as fast as we could haul them out. We caught 
two or three at a time, and they all weighed about a pound. In 
an hour and a half we caught twenty-nine fish that weighed a 
little over thirty pounds.”12

This account, which echoed contemporaneous guidebook 
accounts of the quality of the fishing, described a fishing suc-
cess rate that probably kept virtually all visiting anglers satis-
fied, if not thrilled. When this writer said that they caught 
“two or three at a time,” he did not mean that party members 
concurrently caught two or three at a time; he meant that an 
individual angler, fishing with two, three, or four flies on his 
line, could simultaneously hook and then land two or three 
fish at once.13

But unlike many others, this writer continued his discus-
sion of this experience, revealing that even then, “successful” 
fishing was for some Yellowstone anglers a more complicated 
matter than the easy capture of lots of fish. He complained that 
“There were so many fish that there was no great pleasure in 
catching them; it was all too easy, and we still look back upon 
the fishing in the Firehole as the best fishing we ever had.”14

Reference to the Firehole River is the key comment here. 
According to this writer, his party caught brown, rainbow, and 
cutthroat trout from the Firehole, doing so under more exciting 
and demanding conditions than the lake outlet provided. The 
Firehole offered “better” sport than the all-too-easy fishing to 
be had at the lake outlet. It is an enduring irony of Yellowstone 
fishing, as famous as it is for its “wild trout fishing” in a wil-
derness setting, that almost from the beginning, many anglers 
preferred the non-native fish, and pursued them in streams 
that had originally been fishless. For many twentieth-century 
anglers, especially those who thought of themselves as serious 
sportsmen, the Fishing Bridge area has never really measured 
up to their needs. The factors that contributed to an eventual 
prejudice against Yellowstone Lake fish included not only the 

excessive ease of catching them, but also their reputation as 
poor fighters and their often heavy loads of parasites, especially 
the tapeworm Diphyllobothrium.15

But there were other things working against the public 
perception of the Yellowstone cutthroat trout. By the early 
1900s, fly fishing in its most “scientific” form—with special 
emphasis on the precise presentation of an accurate imitation 
of an aquatic insect to a discriminating and wary trout—was 
becoming more exclusively a stream-oriented sport. It was a 
sport in which the angler’s direct interaction with the stream, 
either by wading or by stalking the banks, was essential to the 
complete experience. Standing on a bridge high above the fish, 
on a crowded stream bank with dozens of other fishermen, or in 
one of dozens of boats anchored in a small area near the bridge, 
with little room to maneuver into an advantageous position for 
an effective cast, did not enable this complete experience.

No doubt some expert anglers reacted with snobbery 
to the unruly appetites and picnic-like atmosphere they wit-
nessed among the tourist-anglers at Fishing Bridge, but the 
fundamental issue was not merely elitism; snob or not, you 
couldn’t practice “serious” trout fishing in its most meaningful 
terms under those conditions. Indeed, just as the expert fly 
fishers found the conditions unacceptable at Fishing Bridge, 
there were undoubtedly dedicated bait- and lure-fishermen 
who agreed. The Fishing Bridge setting did not allow for the 
exercise of the hard-earned suite of skills—including sighting 
the fish or identifying the most likely spots where fish might 
be; stalking fish; casting a fly or lure accurately; manipulat-
ing the fly or lure persuasively; hooking a difficult-to-fool fish;  

The factors that contributed to an eventual prejudice against Yellowstone 
Lake fish included not only the excessive ease of catching them, but also 
their reputation as poor fighters and their often heavy loads of parasites, 
especially the tapeworm Diphyllobothrium.15
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bringing the fish gracefully and humanely to hand or net; and 
so on—that made fishing enjoyable for these anglers. Every-
body could fish at Fishing Bridge, but Fishing Bridge was not 
for everybody.

From the late 1800s on, all these factors resurfaced fre-
quently in disapproving accounts of the fishing at Fishing 
Bridge. In 1908, an angling writer again described fast fishing 
for these trout: “We have all heard of the Yellowstone Lake 
trout and would not like to pass through the Park without try-
ing them. Where they are most abundant is in the Yellowstone 
River Outlet. Here many a regular tourist comes and fishes 
with great success and enthusiasm and returns to the hotel 
with fifty or more which he has caught in an hour. He shows 
them to his friends and probably has a great mess cooked for 
his dinner.”16

But again, this admission of the abundance of the fish was 
followed by an expression of disappointment—mostly because 
of the ever-present parasites but also because the angler pre-
ferred the more challenging non-native species of fish found 
in the Firehole and other rivers, where it was possible to angle 
under circumstances that this angler found preferable. He 
wrote dismissively of the trout in Yellowstone Lake, saying, 
“One catches these Yellowstone Lake fish out of curiosity rather 
than for sport, and one or two for the purpose of examination 
is sufficient.”17

These and other accounts of fishing in Yellowstone also 
make it clear that the anglers who chose to fish from or near 
Fishing Bridge were perceived (except perhaps by themselves) 
as occupying the least discriminating end of the sport-fishing 
spectrum in Yellowstone National Park. They were routinely 
characterized, as just mentioned, as “tourist” fishermen, con-
tent with a carnival atmosphere and fast action from unsophis-
ticated (often called “stupid”) trout that were seen as biologi-
cally and aesthetically compromised by parasites.

Elites and Masses

But while the most accomplished anglers of each gen-
eration continued to look upon the Fishing Bridge crowd as 
irrelevant to the meaningful sport-fishing opportunities in the 
park, these advanced anglers still represented only a very small 
percentage of the total angling public. Managers, then as now, 
were confronted with the need to address the interests of all 
these groups. Unlike the admittedly sometimes snooty expert 
fishermen, managers did not have the luxury or inclination to 
pass quick judgment on any park visitor’s quality of experience 
based on something as obscure and complexly defined as that 
visitor’s angling tastes. In the early 1900s, and especially after 
the NPS was established in 1916, park managers were inclined 
to a hospitable, tolerant approach to the needs of visitors. 
These were, after all, the same managers who in the 1920s seri-
ously considered wiping out Yellowstone Lake’s white pelicans 
to better protect the trout for visiting anglers.18 In their view, 
if the Fishing Bridge experience was the American public’s self-
defined way of enjoying the park’s waterways, it probably did 
not seem necessary to change things.

The first books devoted to fishing in Yellowstone were 
Kla-How-Ya’s Fly Fishing in Wonderland (1910) and Howard 
Back’s The Waters of Yellowstone with Rod and Fly (1938), both 
dedicated to fly fishing. These authors passed their harshest 
judgment on the Fishing Bridge angling scene simply by ignor-
ing it, or at best referring to it as beneath their sporting interest. 
Kla-How-Ya (the author’s real name is unknown) had remark-
ably little to say about Yellowstone Lake’s famous trout except 
to point out that unlike them, all the other trout in the park 
were “fairly vigorous fighters.”19 Back discussed the disappoint-
ing size of the Yellowstone Lake trout and briefly pondered 
possible reasons for this failing (especially, in his opinion, the 
Yellowstone Lake fish hatchery’s aggressive manipulation of 
fish stocks to make it easy for tourists to catch fish). It was a 
question of only academic interest to him:  “Again, as regards 
the river, it may be argued that the tourists come in their thou-
sands to catch fish; that the Yellowstone River is the easiest and 
most accessible river for them, so it is stuffed full of fish for 
their amusement and in order that things shall be made easy for 
them.”20 Like other “serious” fishing writers before him, Back 
quickly left the subject of Yellowstone Lake and River behind 
and moved on to the Firehole, Madison, and other more inter-
esting streams on the west side of the park.

The underlying ethical and aesthetic stance of such skeptics 
as Back was somewhat more forcefully expressed by long-time 
local fly-shop owner Don Martinez in an essay on Yellowstone 
fishing in A.J. McClane’s very popular The Wise Fisherman’s 
Encyclopedia (1957): “From the standpoint of the casual tourist 
who is only mildly interested in fishing, Yellowstone Lake and 
River are the chief attractions in the Park. Trout are caught off 
Fishing Bridge, where the river emerges from the lake, on every 
conceivable sort of tackle, including cane poles, hand lines, and 

Fishing Bridge in its post-World War ii heyday (1951), with 
anglers lining the bridge and many more boating on the river 
downstream. Until the 1960s, the boathouse on the west 
bank provided anglers with tackle and small boats. 
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surf tackle armed with spinners, flies, or worms. A confirmed 
fisherman will shudder and look the other way—it is vaguely 
disquieting to see sizable trout hauled out one after another in 
plain sight of noisy people.”21

Here again we see further explication of the complexities 
of the sport-fishing impulse; for Martinez, the problem at Fish-
ing Bridge wasn’t only about wormy trout, or trout that didn’t 
fight much, or trout that he couldn’t cast to in a conventional 
stream setting. For Martinez, the crowded and festive condi-
tions—which were probably part of the fun for most fishermen 
there—violated his idea of good fishing in the traditional, Wal-
tonian sense of the sport as practiced in quiet surroundings, 
in relative isolation from large numbers of people. For anglers 
who shared Martinez’s ideals, Fishing Bridge was nothing short 
of an affront to the true meaning of the sport.22

For historians today, Martinez was an especially important 
voice in this informal dialogue over what constituted “good” 
fishing in Yellowstone. In the 1930s and 1940s, Martinez 
became the first West Yellowstone fly-shop owner and guide 
to earn national recognition for his fly-tying and fly-fishing 
savvy.23 He developed a reputation for attracting an exclusive, 
well-heeled, and highly skilled clientele, and he saw the casual 
tourist anglers, with whom he preferred not to have to deal in 
his shop, as “club-footed peasants.”24

Jack Anderson, Fly-Fishing Superintendent

Besides its failure in some minds as a sporting experience, 
by Martinez’s time Fishing Bridge’s fishing had also become a 
poor shadow of those glowing descriptions in popular maga-
zines and guide books seventy years earlier. In the early 1960s, 
“an average of 49,000 anglers used the bridge every year, and 
the average time it took to catch a trout was more than seven 
hours.”25 Even among anglers who enjoyed the festive cama-
raderie of the scene, there must have been some who were 
troubled by the compromises that sportsmanship necessarily 
underwent in those conditions.

It wasn’t until the late 1960s and the arrival of Super-
intendent Jack Anderson that Yellowstone fishing regulations 
were restructured to sufficiently restrict harvest and redirect 
the park angler’s enthusiasm toward a low- or no-harvest style 
of angling. Such restrictions were, fortuitously, also being pro-
moted nationwide by a growing number of fishing societies 
and conservation groups at the same time, and before long 
Yellowstone National Park was hailed as a model program in 
the movement to adapt sport fishing to the needs of a growing 
population of anglers.26

Though the new special regulations aimed at celebrat-
ing (or, failing that, simply enforcing) this new “fishing ethic” 
were put in place throughout the park by the early 1970s, one 
extraordinary event at Fishing Bridge may best have symbol-
ized the entire trend, as described by the superintendent in 
1973: “One of the more significant changes in the Fishing 

Bridge area this year was the closing of the first mile of the Yel-
lowstone River below the lake outlet to fishing.”27

Social factors always weigh to some extent in a change like 
this. There is no doubt that management sympathies with the 
style of angling going on at Fishing Bridge had declined from 
earlier times. Yellowstone’s superintendent, Jack Anderson, was 
himself a serious fly fisher. Still, the decision to close the bridge 
area to fishing was officially based on ecological necessities. 
Fishing from the bridge was eliminated, “to protect spawn-
ing trout and to restore naturally occurring levels of trout in 
the area; other similarly-motivated regulations were instituted 
elsewhere in the area.”28 The closure, after all, included a mile 
of the river in the critical spawning areas near the bridge, and 
not just the bridge itself. Though the goal was to protect the 
trout near Fishing Bridge, a primary reason for doing so was 
to enhance the quality of the fishing experience both upstream 
and downstream of the closed area.

On the other hand, the closure of the Fishing Bridge fish-
ing spectacle echoed many similar changes in national park 
management that tended to induce a more respectful mood 
among visitors enjoying a given park feature. The historical 
tendency among national park policy makers to reduce the 
physical impacts of visitors on park features was almost invari-
ably accompanied by the promotion of activities that favored 

superintendent Jack Anderson (rear of canoe), shown here 
guiding two avid fly fishers—sportscaster Curt Gowdy 
and restauranteur peter Kriendler—on the south Arm 
of Yellowstone Lake about 1972, oversaw the closure of 
Fishing Bridge to fishing as part of a larger program of 
revamping park fishing regulations to better protect aquatic 
resources. 
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to color video-tape. Technical difficulties were experienced in 
obtaining a quality picture, which will be corrected.”30

Unfortunately, the technical difficulties continued to 
prove too challenging for the technology of the time, and the 
film was shown in the Fishing Bridge Visitor Center in subse-
quent years.31 However, the Visitor Center was also an essential 
communications center for explaining the new look in park 
fishing regulations to a generation of baffled and sometimes 
indignant visiting anglers.

Though it is difficult to equate qualitatively such different 
experiences as fishing and fish-watching, Fishing Bridge has 
since 1973 still provided a significant and far-reaching experi-
ence to large numbers of visitors. By the turn of the century, 
park fisheries authorities could celebrate the birth of a thriv-
ing “new” tradition of fish watching: “In 1994, an estimated 
167,000 people used Fishing Bridge for fish watching; they 
spent about 31,300 hours there. Even more people, about 
176,400, visited the LeHardys Rapids fish-watching area, most 
for brief visits averaging about seven minutes. These numbers 
indicate that more park visitors participate in fish watching 

a lighter hand on the landscape and, if only implicitly, a more 
educated sensibility about the larger values associated with that 
landscape. Managers may not have articulated these tenden-
cies in their rationale for closing of the bridge to fishing, but 
they certainly demonstrated their awareness of them. Fishing 
Bridge, rather like the hunting seasons that prevailed in the 
park’s first eleven years, was in that sense part of the great long 
Yellowstone experiment in park appreciation.

Closing the bridge to fishing was thus a momentous deci-
sion. After three-quarters of a century, the bridge that served as 
both the namesake of a large park development and the focus 
of a grand recreational enthusiasm in the park was abruptly 
transformed into a kind of living historical artifact.

Fishing Bridge’s New Mission

The irony evident in an important park structure whose 
very name suddenly became untrue was not lost on many 
observers. Acquainting anglers with the closure of the bridge 
to fishing, with catch-and-release regulations, and other altera-
tions of their beloved former Yellowstone experi-
ences, was an uphill battle. Park interpreters from 
that era recall vividly the astonished reaction of 
park visitors to these new regulations, as encap-
sulated thousands of times in exclamations like, 
“You mean we gotta throw’em back?! What’s the 
point of that?!” There was a serious information 
gap in effect, a gap that has never entirely disap-
peared.29 

Needing to bring the visiting public up to 
speed on what was not only an essential change 
in park fishing regulations but also a growing 
national trend in fisheries management, NPS 
managers seized the opportunity provided by 
Fishing Bridge. Pedestrian traffic was still heavy 
on the bridge, even if some of the pedestrians were 
peeved that they could no longer cast to all those 
beautiful trout. Thus managers reimagined a visit 
to the bridge as an experience in “fish watching.” 
From 1973 on, interpretive programs about the 
bridge (and the lake) would routinely emphasize 
the inherent worth and beauty of fish as wild ani-
mals (“underwater butterflies” was one analogy 
that interpreters employed) rather than as sport-
ing quarry. In his annual report for 1974, Ander-
son said that “Naturalists were on the bridge daily 
interpreting the life history of the fish and their 
role in the total aquatic ecosystem. A series of 
three new exhibits were mounted on the bridge 
to aid in telling this story. Most revolutionary, 
however, was the installation of a cassette televi-
sion system. A color movie of the life history of 
the Yellowstone cutthroat trout was transcribed 

in the environmental era beginning in the 1960s, the Fishing Bridge 
development’s greater social, ecological, and scientific values became 
evident to conservationists and managers, resulting in a shift of 
management priorities that included the closure of the bridge to fishing in 
1973. the lake is on the right, and lower pelican meadows are visible in the 
distance.
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…the closure of the Fishing Bridge fishing 
spectacle echoed many similar changes in 
national park management that tended 
to induce a more respectful mood among 
visitors enjoying a given park feature. 
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than in fishing, which suggests one of 
the ways in which our appreciation and 
use of Yellowstone have changed over 
the years. Of course, the fishermen put 
in a much larger [parkwide] total num-
ber of hours fishing, so their use of the 
resource is perhaps more intense, but 
they are no longer the only constituency 
these fish have.”32

Many in the NPS and in the conser-
vation community have celebrated this 
remarkable and forward-looking step in 
fisheries management in Yellowstone. 
Rather than treat every foot of river bank 
and lakeshore as if it must be managed 
for the optimum possible presence of 
anglers and the maximum harvest of 
trout, Yellowstone managers recognized 
that the Fishing Bridge stretch of the 
Yellowstone River was extraordinarily 
important to the health of the trout 
population for many miles downstream, 
and for many miles into Yellowstone 
Lake itself. Since 1973, the partition-
ing of portions of the park into special 
management areas that would best ben-
efit the park and visitors as a whole—
whether for the sake of fish, bears, birds, 
wolves, or any other need—has been an 
important, occasionally controversial, 
and usually unheralded achievement of 
managers striving for greater sensitiv-
ity to the ecological imperatives of the 
whole natural setting.

In the 1990s, the catastrophic con-
sequences of a series of clandestine and 
illegal plantings of lake trout, and the 
equally disastrous arrival of whirling dis-
ease, ushered in yet another era in the 
place of Fishing Bridge in Yellowstone 
Recreation. The native trout had no 
defense against the much larger preda-
tory lake trout, and likewise succumbed 
in tremendous numbers to the effects of 
whirling disease. So successfully trans-
formed in the 1970s from a fishing festi-
val to a fish-watcher’s delight, the bridge 
quickly became the site of another and 
much less happy story. The combined 
impacts of lake trout and whirling 
disease are still incomprehensible for 
many of us. For thousands of years, and 
through the first century and a quarter 

of the life of Yellowstone National Park, 
the Fishing Bridge Peninsula was sur-
rounded by waters in which the num-
bers of beautiful native trout were “per-
fectly fabulous.” Those waters are now 
essentially bereft of those fabulous fish, 
and this has happened entirely because 
of the human agency of exotic species 
transmissions.

Nature and culture have often had an 
uneasy time sharing Fishing Bridge, but 
their confrontation has never before been 
as violent as this. Our ceaseless debates 
over what constitutes “good” fishing, 
to say nothing of our even more bitter 
and politically heated conflicts over Yel-
lowstone Lake development, dwindle to 
triviality in the face of such blind malice 
and inconsolable loss.

It is both ironic and humbling that 
at the dawn of the twenty-first century, 
when the NPS and the entire American 
conservation community had not only 
awakened to the unthinking abuses vis-
ited upon Yellowstone’s aquatic resources 
in earlier times, but had also come so far 
in repairing the damage done by those 
abuses, that we are the generation who 
must preside over the abrupt and far-
reaching demise of such a magnificent 
species.

Today’s interpreters roving on Fish-
ing Bridge have perhaps the most dif-
ficult job of all. After 1973, as the trout 
numbers rebounded from the long era 
of overfishing and visitors got their first 
educated look at all those freely rising 
fish, Fishing Bridge made a happy kind 
of sense even if you couldn’t actually 
fish there. There is still hope—modern 
technology shows promise of being up 
to the task of suppressing the lake trout 
population through selective netting 
and other techniques—but hope is a 
tough sell, even for Yellowstone’s excel-
lent interpreters.

For now, the most powerful new les-
son of our Fishing Bridge experience is 
a much darker one. It is a story of the 
enormous harm that misguided human 
intentions can achieve even in a place 
as beloved and closely watch-dogged as 
Yellowstone National Park. Of all the 

lessons we have learned in the long his-
tory of the Fishing Bridge Peninsula, that 
may be the smallest and least surprising, 
but it is also the most painful.

Adapted and abridged from a history of the 
Fishing Bridge area, manuscript in prepa-
ration by the author, Yellowstone Center 
for Resources, June 1, 2008.

Paul Schullery is former editor of 
Yellowstone Science and the author or editor 
of many books about the American West, 
natural history, and outdoor sport, includ-
ing ten about Yellowstone. For his work 
as a writer and historian, he is recipient 
of an honorary doctorate of letters from 
Montana State University and the Wallace 
Stegner Award from the University of 
Colorado Center of the American West.
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